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Abstract
With the advent of technology, the availability of linguistic data
in digital format has been increasingly encouraged to facilitate
its use not only in different areas of Linguistics but also in re-
lated areas, such as natural language processing. Inspired by
a protocol for digitizing the NURC (‘Cultured Linguistic Ur-
ban Norm’) project collection — one of the most influential
in Brazilian Linguistics —, this paper aims to present the text-
to-speech alignment process of the NURC-São Paulo Minimal
Corpus. This subcorpus comprises 21 audio files and audio-
aligned multilevel transcripts according to linguistically moti-
vated intonation units (≈18 hours, ≈155 k words), covering
three text genres. The dataset — currently used to evaluate
methods for processing the entire NURC-SP corpus — is pub-
licly available on the Portulan Clarin repository [CC BY-NC-
ND 4.0] (https://hdl.handle.net/21.11129/0000-000F-73CA-C).
Index Terms: NURC-SP, spontaneous speech, Brazilian Por-
tuguese, public speech corpus.

1. Introduction
The academic project NURC–Norma Urbana Linguı́stica Culta
(‘Cultured Linguistic Urban Norm’) started in 1969 aiming to
document and study the Portuguese language spoken by people
with complete higher education, called ‘cults’, from five Brazil-
ian capitals — Recife, Salvador, Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo, and
Porto Alegre. It resulted in a large corpus (approx. 1570 hours,
2356 speakers) gathered over the 1970s and 1980s [1].

The NURC project corpus has been widely used to study
various aspects of the spoken language, making it one of the
most influential corpora in Brazilian Linguistics. Most of the
studies derives from transcripts of small subcorpora shared by
researchers working on each capital [1, 2]. Thus, the audio
counterpart was normally disregarded due to the difficulty of
accessing the magnetic reel-to-reel tapes on which recordings
were made.

With the advent of technology, the availability of linguistic
data in digital format has been increasingly encouraged to fa-
cilitate its use not only in different levels of linguistic analysis,
but also in related Computer Science areas, such as automatic
speech recognition, whose resources are scarce for Brazilian
Portuguese spontaneous speech. However, it was only recently
that a protocol to digitize, annotate, store, and disseminate ma-
terial of the NURC collection from Recife, namely, the NURC
Digital [3], was developed and fully implemented.

Inspired by this protocol, this paper presents the manual
text-to-speech alignment process of the NURC-São Paulo (SP)
Minimal Corpus (https://nurc.fflch.usp.br/). Processing was
carried out within TaRSiLa project at the Center for Artificial
Intelligence at University of São Paulo, and the dataset is now
part of CORAA.1

In the next sections, we present the ongoing design of a pro-
tocol for processing the NURC-SP corpus (Section 2), the an-
notated Minimal Corpus dataset (Section 3), the methods used
to its annotation (Section 4), and our final remarks (Section 5).

2. Towards a protocol for NURC-SP
processing

NURC-SP was a protagonist in NURC’s history. Its branch
at the University of São Paulo was highly active. In addition
to 3 volumes containing the transcription of its shared corpus
[4, 5, 6], also known as minimal corpus by the group, it pro-
duced a series of 14 books on various topics (lexicon, speech-
writing relationship, interaction, text/discourse genres, polite-
ness, variation, communication, teaching, etc.).

As for all capitals, NURC-SP gathers more than 300 hours
of recordings, featuring speakers with high education; born
and raised in the city; children of native Portuguese speakers;
equally divided into men and women; and distributed into three
age groups (25–35, 36–55, and 56 onwards). Recordings were
made in three situations, yielding different text genres: talks in
a formal context given by one speaker (EF); dialogues between
documenters and one participant (DID); and dialogues between
two participants mediated by documenters (D2).

Recently (2014–2017), CEDAE–Centro de Documentação
Cultural “Alexandre Eulalio” (https://cedae.iel.unicamp.br/)
digitized the NURC-SP collection, partially making some files
available online. The complete digitized collection was given
in October 2020 to the TaRSiLa project, which revisited it in
order to speed up its complete public availability through auto-
matic speech processing and thus leverage the development of
Brazilian Portuguese speech processing methods.

Therefore, although the procedures that guide the process-
ing of NURC-SP are based on the NURC Digital protocol

1Currently under construction within the TaRSiLa project, CORAA
(Corpus of Annotated Audio) is a large multi-purpose dataset of Brazil-
ian Portuguese audio files aligned with transcription and manually val-
idated for training ASR and TTS models and also Sentiment Analysis
via acoustic audio features (https://sites.google.com/view/tarsila-c4ai/).
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[3], they incorporate speech processing systems that include,
for instance, an automatic speech recognizer [7], the aeneas2

audio-transcription forced aligner, and forced phonetic aligners
[8, 9, 10] to be used in conjunction with a method for automatic
prosody-based speech segmentation [11].

In addition, while the NURC Digital protocol describes
steps for digitization, manual transcription and segmentation
into intonation units, and automatic part-of-speech tagging —
taking seven years to fully process NURC-Recife corpus and
make it publicly available —, NURC-SP processing has bene-
fited from the digitization made by CEDAE and was able to fo-
cus on methods for automatic transcription of part of the audio
files [12] and on prosody-based speech segmentation, choosing
to adopt the C-ORAL project segmentation method [13]. We
hope, then, that using speech processing tools will help to bring
NURC-SP quickly to digital life.

The digitized NURC-SP consists of 375 inquiries (approx.
334 hours of recordings), of which a few already had transcripts
— but, until then, not audio-aligned — and the vast majority are
audio-only. Within TaRSiLa, NURC-SP was divided into three
working subcorpora: (I) the Minimal Corpus (21 recordings +
transcripts), the focus of this paper, which is being used to cur-
rently evaluate methods for processing the entire collection; (II)
the Non-Aligned Audio and Transcript Corpus (26 recordings +
transcripts), which will be automatically segmented by [11]’s
method, adapted to Brazilian Portuguese, and manually vali-
dated; (III) and the Audio-Only Corpus (328 recordings with-
out transcription), which will be automatically transcribed by
an ASR model [7] selected from an evaluation carried out on a
representative sample of the NURC-SP Minimal Corpus [12].

3. CORAA NURC-SP Minimal Corpus
CORAA NURC-SP Minimal Corpus is a Brazilian Portuguese
language resource that provides:

• 21 audio files (.wav, 2 ch, 16-bit, 48 kHz), totalling
17h35min19s, 155 394 words, with 6 EF (4h28min52s,
29 607 words), 6 D2 (6h55min07s, 71 350 words), and 9
DID (6h11min20s, 54 437 words) inquiries.

• Text-to-speech alignment files (.textgrid, UTF-8), con-
taining the following interval tiers annotated in Praat
[14] (see Figure 1 for an illustration):

◦ 2 tiers (TB-, NTB-) in which the speech of each
main speaker (-L1, -L2) and documenter (-DOC1,
-DOC2) is segmented into intonation units3 and
transcribed according to NURC standards.

◦ 1 tier (LA) for the transcribed and segmented
speech of any random speaker.

◦ 2 tiers for comments: one for comments on audio
(COM) and another for making temporary notes
during the annotation process (and deleted when
it is finished) (COM-ANOTADORES).

◦ A copy of all TB and LA tiers (N-) but containing
a normalized version of the transcription.

• Metadata (.csv) for each inquiry, including information
for inquiries (inquiry ID, audio duration, recording date,
theme, audio quality) and for main speakers (speaker ID,
gender, age, age group, marital status, professional activ-
ity, place of origin, father’s and mother’s place of origin).

2https://www.readbeyond.it/aeneas/
3TB: terminal break; NTB: non-terminal break (see Section 4.2).

Figure 1: SP EF 153 excerpt with four tiers annotated in Praat.

The dataset is publicly available on the Portulan Clarin
repository (https://hdl.handle.net/21.11129/0000-000F-73CA-
C) under the CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license.

It comprises at least 55 different speakers: 27 main speak-
ers, 23 documenters, and 5 random speakers. The main speak-
ers are 14 men and 13 women, from 25 to 85 years old (mean
= 44; sd = 16.8), all from the city of São Paulo (except for
two of them, who were born in other cities and moved to São
Paulo at an early age). They have different professional activ-
ities: lawyer, teacher, librarian, dentist, economist, engineer,
writer, statistician, journalist, nutritionist, pedagogue, psychol-
ogist, publicist, and salesperson.

The dataset contains recordings dated from December 1971
to May 1977. Besides recorded classes and lectures (on lan-
guage, cinema, aesthetics, intellectual development, money,
prehistoric art), the corpus has talks about a wide range of top-
ics such as family, health, food, time, clothing, profession, ed-
ucation, church, transportation and travel, entertainment, cin-
ema, television, radio and theatre, telecommunication, finances,
house, terrain, vegetables, agriculture, animals and livestock.

The original recordings were captured with reel-to-reel tape
recorders, such as National RQ 501s, Sony Tapecorder TC-105,
and AKAI 707, and took place in different locations. Thus,
the current digitized audio files have different levels of intelli-
gibility as a result of the recording equipment used, the record-
ing environment, or deterioration of the recording tapes. In the
metadata file, we provide comments on (i) the audio loudness
and on (ii) the recordings quality in relation to the voice of the
speakers and to the presence of external events (such as hiss,
background noise or music, random speakers interference), con-
sisting of positive (good, very good, audible, clear) and negative
(low, very low, bass, noisy) descriptions. Thus, there are 10 au-
dio files with a positive evaluation, 6 with a negative evaluation,
and 5 with a mixed evaluation (see also [12]).

4. Data annotation process
The processing of the NURC-SP Minimal Corpus consisted in
the following steps:

1. Annotators training on Praat and annotation guidelines.
2. Automatic forced alignment between audio and original

transcription using aeneas,2 which requires that the text be seg-
mented into excerpts. Thus, the text was segmented using the
original annotation for pause, indicated by ellipsis, and turn-
shifts between speakers, indicated by a line break followed by
the next speaker’s identification abbreviation. The parameters
were set to “Adjust Boundary Algorithm = percent(0.5)”, cho-
sen after an evaluation that verified the parameter generating the
lowest rate of initial/final word truncation and total misalign-
ment in SP D2 255 excerpts. Processing outputs a .textgrid file
featuring a tier with the original transcripts for each speaker,
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one exclusive tier gathering all the comments from the original
transcripts, and an empty tier for the annotators’ new comments.

3. Inter-rater reliability test on prosodic segmentation.
4. Preparation of .textgrid files for annotation. A broad spell

check revision is made on Xed text editor4 to correct some devi-
ations, either from the original transcript itself or from the OCR
system applied to the transcription paper sheets, such as (a) lack
of letters (traalha → trabalha), diacritics (opiniao → opinião),
or space between words (judôtambém → judô também); (b) ex-
tra letters (esdtudar → estudar) or diacritics (põesia → poesia);
(c) wrong letters (qce → que); (d) and also spelling update to
the current Brazilian standards (tiróide → tiroide).

5. Annotation, including review of the original transcrip-
tion following guidelines adapted from the NURC standards,
correction of the automatic text-to-audio alignment, and speech
segmentation into intonation units.

6. Inspection of the annotated files by an expert, looking for
major deviations from annotation guidelines.

7. Text normalization and final spell check to make the
dataset suitable for natural language processing. Normalization
was carried out on a copy of each TB tier, removing annotation
marks (tags, punctuation), extra space or any character not
belonging to the alphabet, and standardizing filled pauses.

Further details on transcription and segmentation guide-
lines, on annotators’ training, and on inter-rater reliability as-
sessment are provided in the following subsections.

4.1. Transcription review

For the textual review of the inquiries, we followed the origi-
nal guidelines of the NURC project [4, pp. 15–16]), with some
adaptations. NURC uses a transcription for words based on the
standard written conventions of Brazilian Portuguese, but with
some criteria to capture typical phenomena of the spoken lan-
guage, such as (i) truncated words (followed by a slash) and the
syllabified pronunciation of a word (separated by a hyphen), (ii)
prosodic elements (capital letter for emphasis, colon for vowel
and consonant lengthening, question mark for questions, and el-
lipsis for pauses), (iii) digressions (enclosed in quotation marks)
and direct speech (enclosed in double hyphens), (iv) and voice
overlapping (preceded by square brackets). In addition, punctu-
ation marks are restricted; capital letters are restricted to proper
names and acronyms; numbers are written in full; phatic expres-
sions are always written; and other conventions are adopted,
such as empty parentheses for incomprehensible words, sin-
gle parentheses for hypotheses of what was heard, and double
parentheses for descriptive comments and extralinguistic phe-
nomena (coughing, laughter, noises, etc.).

Due to the needs of the multilevel annotation process in
.textgrid on Praat, and not in regular text files, the following
rules were established to optimize the annotators’ work (a–b),
to match linguistic principles (c) or computational requirements
(d,f), as well as to meet restrictions of the .textgrid format (g):
(a) vowel and consonant lengthening are identified in two ways
only: two colons for lengthy and three colons for extra-lengthy;
the original guideline predicted one to four or more colons; (b)
ellipsis marks only stretch without speech, unlike the original
guideline, in which ellipsis marks “any type of pause”; (c) any
descriptive comment or extralinguistic phenomena marks are
made on a separate tier (‘com’) and not between words in the
transcription; (d) laughs are segmented into separate units, as

4https://github.com/linuxmint/xed

laughter can play a relevant linguistic role in speech; they are
indicated as a comment tag ((risos)) on the TB and NTB tiers;
(e) acronyms are expanded for their forms of pronunciation, and
a tag ((sigla)) is indicated in the comments tier; (f) proper names
that were abbreviated in the original transcription are extended
(e. g., M. → Maria), and an audio-aligned tag ((name)) is set in
the comments tier; (g) foreign words are identified with the tag
((palavra estrangeira)) audio-aligned in the comments tier; in
the original guideline they are underlined.

4.2. Segmentation and text-to-speech alignment

Although speech segmentation can be done in different units
(phones, syllables, stress groups, intonation units, utterances,
turns, and even larger domains), it is attested in the Corpus
Linguistics literature that the adoption of a segmentation unit
that takes into account prosodic features, such as the intona-
tion unit, has been a common practice in speech corpora of
several languages [15]. Many studies have also demonstrated
that implementing prosodic boundaries brings positive contri-
butions to applications related to natural language processing
(e. g., [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]). In CORAA NURC-SP Minimal
Corpus, we adopted the identification of intonation units as a
heuristic method to determine the boundaries of utterances for
text-to-speech alignment.

Intonation units can be analysed from different theoretical
perspectives. Nevertheless, the boundaries of intonation units
are associated, in most definitions, with a set of typical acoustic
parameters, namely: (i) a coherent and unified pitch contour;
(ii) boundary tones; (iii) pitch reset or pitch register change; (iv)
pause; (v) one or more final syllable lengthening; (vi) change in
speech rate at the end or beginning of a unit; and (vii) intensity
changes (see [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]).

The concept of intonation unit we use here is grounded in
the main tenets of the C-ORAL-BRASIL I prosodic segmenta-
tion [13].5 Therefore, in the speech flow, we can recognize into-
nation unit boundaries with terminal or non-terminal value. Ter-
minal prosodic breaks (TB) mark terminated sequences, that is,
they communicate utterance completion, forming the smallest
pragmatically autonomous unit of speech, while non-terminal
prosodic breaks (NTB) signal a non-autonomous prosodic unit
inside the same utterance. The identification of prosodic breaks
is primarily based on the perceptual (auditory) relevance of
prosodic cues, but the annotators were oriented to also rely on
the visual inspection of the acoustic signal synthesis provided
by Praat. The main cues to a prosodic break in Brazilian Por-
tuguese are pause insertion and changes related to fundamental
frequency and duration [28, 29].6

Importantly, as we rely on major definitions used in C-
ORAL-BRASIL I to segment the speech flow of our corpus,
some slight differences exist, as we made no distinction be-
tween interrupted, abandoned utterances (i. e., those that were
not completed by the speaker, either by their will or due to exter-
nal factors) and regular, concluded TBs. Furthermore, unlike C-
ORAL-BRASIL I, we segmented laughs as separate units. On
the other hand, time-taking (filled pause) and retracting (false
start) phenomena, as well as truncated words, for example, were

5This choice was made since segmentation within the C-ORAL cor-
pora family stems from a corpus-driven framework, the Language into
Act Theory, with a very strong capacity for empirical verification.

6It is noteworthy that TBs and NTBs should not be confused with
pause insertion, as there is not always a pause at the boundary of a given
intonation unit. However, the opposite is true, as a pause necessarily
indicates a prosodic break, whether terminal or non-terminal.
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not categorically segmented into separate units as is the case
with C-ORAL-BRASIL I.

4.3. Annotators

The annotation team was formed by 1 graduate and 5 under-
graduate students in languages linked to the TaRSiLa project
and led by 3 specialists in Linguistics, all authors of this paper.
The annotators underwent a training period (Apr.–Aug. 2021) to
introduce them to the Praat software [14] (chosen as a tool for
transcription) and allow them to consistently identify acoustic
cues that characterize prosodic boundaries in the speech flow.
In the training, conducted by experts on prosody, one inquiry
shared with all annotators was used (namely, SP D2 255, cho-
sen for its good audio quality), allowing for better control of the
assessment of their performance. After the training period, an
inter-rater reliability analysis was performed to determine the
consistency between the annotators on prosodic segmentation
before they effectively started the corpus annotation work (Sep.
2021–Mar. 2022).

4.4. Inter-rater reliability on prosodic segmentation

Textgrid transcripts were extracted automatically using a Praat
script (save conversation tiers as text file.praat) [30]. Then, in
a data sheet, the presence or absence of an intonation unit break
after each word was manually marked as “TB” or “NTB” and
“0”, respectively).

We conducted inter-rater reliability analyses in R language
using the irr package [31] for RStudio software [32] to calcu-
late Cohen’s kappa (kappa2 function) and agreement percent-
ages (agree function). To interpret kappa values, we followed
[33]’s benchmarks: poor (<0), slight (0.01–0.20), fair (0.21–
0.40), moderate (0.41–0.60), substantial (0.61–0.80), and per-
fect (0.81–1.0).

Agreement was measured in three ways, as we considered
the different data grouping used in the assessment of C-ORAL-
BRASIL I (see [34, p. 150] for details): Overall Agreement —
both types of breaks and the absence of any break are consid-
ered (TB vs. NTB vs. 0); Partial Agreement — breaks of any
kind are compared to the absence of a break (TB≡NTB vs. 0);
Realistic Agreement — cases in which the annotators did not
mark breaks are eliminated and only cases in which at least one
of them marked some type of break are considered.

Besides, our kappa reference values are the mean scores
achieved by the annotators responsible for the final revision
of C-ORAL-BRASIL I [34, pp. 150–167], namely, at least
substantial for the Overall Agreement, perfect for the Partial
Agreement, and at least moderate for the Realistic Agreement.

To run the experiment, six annotators worked in pairs to
annotate the first 15 minutes of three audio files, totalling
45min14s and 6 000 words (i. SP EF 153, 15min08s, 1796
words; ii. SP D2 333, 15min04s, 2403 words; iii. SP DID 235,
15min02s, 1800 words). We present the results in Table 1.

In short, the reliability evaluation showed that the first two
inquiries are within expectations regarding kappa values, but the
third inquiry is not, as it would need to go up one level in the
Partial Agreement (i. e., to perfect). In addition, despite being
within the expected range, it is also the third inquiry to present
the lowest level for the Realistic Agreement (i. e., moderate)
and the lowest levels of agreement percentage across groups.
The annotator causing the low performance in the results of the
third inquiry was reoriented and their training reinforced so that
they could annotate the next inquiries properly.

Nevertheless, in most cases, the kappa values are above

Table 1: Inter-rater reliability evaluation.

Overall Agreement

Annot. Words κ z p-value %-agree

EF 153 A1, A2 1 796 0.83 42 0 93.9
D2 333 A3, A6 2 403 0.82 51.6 0 93
DID 235 A4, A5 1 802 0.67 37.7 0 88.8

Partial Agreement

Annot. Words κ z p-value %-agree

EF 153 A1, A2 1 796 0.88 37.5 0 96
D2 333 A3, A6 2 403 0.85 41.5 0 94.5
DID 235 A4, A5 1 802 0.80 34 0 93.5

Realistic Agreement

Annot. Words κ z p-value %-agree

EF 153 A1, A2 356 0.69 13.4 0 89
D2 333 A3, A6 504 0.86 19.2 0 93.1
DID 235 A4, A5 298 0.44 7.89 2.89e-15 71.5

0.8, which indicates that, in general, the annotators were able
to assimilate the annotation rules and apply them consistently.
This is also the minimum kappa value established by C-ORAL-
BRASIL I standards to consider annotators suitable for annota-
tion. Since we noticed that the annotators improved their skills
during the annotation work, we considered them qualified, in
general, to proceed with the annotation of the Minimal Corpus.

5. Final remarks
In this paper we presented the manual text-to-speech alignment
process of a subcorpus of the NURC-SP collection, the CORAA
NURC-SP Minimal Corpus, which includes around 18 hours of
Brazilian Portuguese spontaneous speech and its transcription,
audio-aligned according to intonation units. This dataset is cur-
rently being used to assess speech processing methods for the
entire collection. Importantly, once NURC-SP corpus is fully
processed, it will be possible to use it as a training dataset to
build automatic systems for spontaneous speech recognition,
accent detection, and parsing and thus leverage the development
of Brazilian Portuguese speech processing methods. In addi-
tion, it will also facilitate new linguistic studies, given its future
full availability on a portal that will allow specific searches.

As for future work, we plan to compare the original tran-
scription (made auditorily only) with the current transcription
(made within Praat software), to improve the sound quality rat-
ing on the audio files, and to survey inquiries statistics to anal-
yse, for instance, voice overlapping, low audio quality, and non-
understood/hypothesized excerpts, as they impact speech pro-
cessing and manual annotation [12]. We also plan to create a
challenge including the Minimal Corpus to develop automatic
prosodic segmentation methods.
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